Introduction
============

Blood pressure (BP) acts as one of the vital signs providing useful information about cardiac output and elasticity of the blood vessel, and physiological variation \[[@B1], [@B2]\]. Continuous blood pressure monitoring is of great importance in many clinical situations, including emergency and critical care medicine and also during anesthesia. Blood Pressure can be measured as an invasive way through intra-arterial blood pressure (IAP) or as a noninvasive way with a cuff around the upper arm \[[@B3], [@B4]\]. The invasive method measures blood pressure by inserting a catheter into the blood vessel accurately but it has still the disadvantage of accompanying pain and contamination, as well as the side effects arising from inserting the catheter-tip. However, IAP is considered the clinical "gold standard", in clinical practice. Blood pressure is frequently measured using the noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP) technique\[[@B3]\]. This provides only intermittent measurements which may also be less reliable. Several studies have suggested that NIBP and IAP may differ significantly \[[@B5]\]. Periodically obtained blood pressure measurement is necessary for first of all observing the cardiovascular state of patients over a predefined period or in elderly and secondly monitoring blood pressure changes during surgery and anesthesia, and as well as for those who are in intensive care. In above cases, the conventional noninvasive BP measurement technique is not suitable for obtaining continuous blood pressure values due to the periodic cuff inflation and deflation. Frequent occlusion of artery will also induce measurement error. Also cuff-based methods have some disadvantages, which limit their use in certain clinical situations. Since a pause of at least 3--15 min between two BP measurements is necessary to avoid errors in the measurement, a continuous measurement of blood pressure is not possible by cuff \[[@B2], [@B3]\]. Therefore, short-term changes in BP cannot be detected. Furthermore, the inflation of the cuff may disturb the patient and the consequences of these disturbances are alterations of the BP. So researchers are looking for ways to measure continuous blood pressure without using a cuff. One method is using a pulse sensor with Impedance PlethysmoGraph (IPG) for the detection of blood volume, but it is used less in treatment centers due to the high complexity of this method in the calculation of blood pressure since It is not simple to make the measurement systems and IPG sensors \[[@B6], [@B7]\]. Another method is based on pulse sensor and using a small finger cuff. This method can determinate the diastolic pressure only. Also its cuff mechanism is similar to other cuff methods. The aim of this study was to design a method in which blood pressure is monitored continuously and without using a cuff. In this study we used the time between two pulse waves propagating on the same cardiac cycle from two separate arterial sites. The time is called Pulse Transit Time (PTT). This will be achieved by extraction of the time difference between each cardiac cycle with a finger pulse wave throughout ECG and Spo2 signals \[[@B1], [@B2]\]. In this method features of SpO2 and ECG were extracted and processed. Therefore blood pressure can be measured with continuous recording of ECG, pulse signal and extract PTT time features.

Material and Methods
====================

The following equation describes how pulse wave velocity (PWV) relates to arterial dispensability \[[@B5]\].

$$\text{PWV} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{V}\Delta\text{P}}{\rho\Delta\text{V}}} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{e}^{\text{bP}} + 1}{\rho\text{b}}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho\text{b}}}\frac{\sqrt{2}}{\left( {1 - \frac{\text{bP}}{4}} \right)} \equiv \frac{1}{\text{cP} - \frac{\text{c}}{4}}\mspace{9mu}\left( 1 \right)$$

Where Δp and ΔV are the changes of blood pressure and volume, ρ is the blood density. PWV relation by PTT was shown in equation 2.

$$\text{PWV} = \frac{\text{L}}{\text{PTT}}\mspace{9mu}\left( 2 \right)$$

L is the distance the pulse travels (roughly equals to the arm length).

By substituting Eq.1 to Eq.2 and re-arranging the equation with Taylor expansions, we obtain the relationship between PWV or PTT and blood pressure (P).

$$\left. \text{PTT} = \text{L}\left( {\text{cP} - \frac{\text{c}}{4}} \right)\longrightarrow\text{P} = \text{A} + \text{B}\left( \text{PTT} \right) \right.$$

This derived equation suggests that BP is linearly related to PTT and the coefficients A and B could be achieved by curve fitting based on the PTT and BP at different physical situation.

In this paper, PTT was defined as the time between the R wave of ECG and peak of pulse signal. Continuous recording of ECG and SpO2 signals were performed by monitoring device. Finger pulse signal was recorded by using photo pulse sensor on the left index finger and ECG in lead I by Ag-AgCl electrode on the chest. PTT was measured as the time interval from the R wave to the peak of the pulse signal. The output of monitoring device was inserted in a computer by serial network communication. An external personal computer can monitor measured signals in real time. A software interface (Microsoft Visual C\#.NET) was used to display, save, process and analyze the signals in the computer. R waves in ECG and peak of pulse signal were obtained in each cardiac cycle by the software. Also PTT was calculated as difference time between two signals. For continuous measurement of blood pressure the constant coefficients were needed in addition to the continuous extraction of PTT. A and B coefficients were calculated for diastolic and systolic blood pressure in different physical situation. To increase the arterial blood pressure, it was used to go up and down stairs. The workload was kept until the sub maximal heart rate was achieved, thereafter 3-7 minute back to normal. PTT, systolic and diastolic blood pressure was measured for each individual in the normal conditions and in different physical activities to approach the coefficients. All reference BP measurements were taken by digital brachial blood pressure device (Citizen, BK202) on the left upper arm. This study was carried out for different people and effect of age on blood pressure was evaluated. After determining the linear coefficients for each individual, blood pressure was measured by cuff method in 20 minutes with 4-minute intervals. The continuous measurement of blood pressure was also done by the present method. Error values were calculated and the results were compared. Moreover the relationship between PTT changes and age were estimated. Best fitting and evaluating result were done by Matlab software ver. 2011a.

Results
=======

In this study 25 subjects participated ranging from 21 to 53 among them 15 were male and 10 were female. For all the subjects, the mean heart rate 72±8 per min and the average height 1.61±0.07 m. Data collection was done in room at temperature of 26 ±1° C. A view of the software is shown in [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the recording blood pressure by present method and cuff method. The appropriate and acceptable linear correlation was determined for constant coefficients A and B in both male and female group. In male group, mean coloration coefficients were 0.92±0.036 for systolic blood pressure and 0.84±0.044 for diastolic blood pressure. Absolute error and error percentage between cuff method and PTT method were 6.16±2.24 mmHg and %4.13±1.83 for systolic BP and 7.39±3.19 mmHg and %6.26±2.74 for diastolic BP. In female group, mean coloration coefficients were 0.86±0.031 for systolic blood pressure and 0.81±0.042 for diastolic blood pressure. Absolute error and error percentage between cuff method and PTT method were 7.29±3.11 mmHg and %4.21±1.68 for systolic BP and 8.86±3.62 mmHg, %7.33±3.76   for diastolic BP. The results showed that error in female group was more than male group and correlation coefficient in male group was better than female group. Also, in both groups systolic blood pressure was measured more accurately than diastolic blood pressure. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}(A) shows the relation between PTT and systolic pressure and [figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (B) shows the relation between PTT and diastolic pressure for one sample. The relationship between PTT and BP in both group showed that blood pressure increased while PTT decreased. The A and B were variable as the age increased. A was 0.51±0.44 for systolic BP and 0.54±0.56 for diastolic BP. B was 311.23±45.32 for systolic BP and 263.37±52.22 for diastolic BP. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows variations of pulse transition time according to age. According to [figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} age and PTT changes were linear, but in people older than 52 years old it doesn't follow this linear relationship. Significant difference was observed between the different physical situation and arm movement changes. Decrease of blood pressure was observed by changing angel of arm from -90 to +90 as PTT increased.
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Conclusion
==========

This paper presents a new method for obtaining the non invasive and continuous blood pressure by using ECG and SpO2 signals. The results show that maximum error was 8.89 mmHg for male group and 10.68 mmHg for female group so the error in female group was more than male group. The relation between PTT method and measured SBP and DBP by cuff method followed a linear function with suitable correlation coefficients. The lowest range of correlation coefficient was calculated 0.76 for systolic pressure and 0.71 for diastolic pressure so systolic blood pressure could be measured more accurately than diastolic blood pressure. Through the pulse transit time method, the systolic, diastolic, and mean blood pressures can be predicted using the time interval between the ECG and SpO2. The results were comparable with measurements of cuff blood pressure and continuous methods such as IPG and a finger cuff. By determining the correct values of A and B in this method, cuff and its limitations will disappear. In finger cuff blood pressure monitoring, measurement of diastolic blood pressure is very difficult and has a very low degree of accuracy \[[@B8]\]. IPG is a method for estimating the pattern of blood pressure changes continuously and showing blood pressure signals during the time. The accuracy of this method is dependent on the complex calculations \[[@B7]\]. Benefits of PTT are lower cost and non-complexity. The initial calibration is required on each subject because of different physiological parameters, such as the blood density and the stiffness of the arterial wall. However, those parameters can be treated as constant for each personal subject. By doing several measurements, the linear regression line is established. Then the blood pressure can be predicted based on the PTT. This method doesn't require accurate calculation of the coefficients in critical situation. In this case, approximate values which are usually varies according to age range in different people were considered for measuring blood pressure changes. The most important application of this system is in operating rooms during high-risk condition and general anesthesia. In other cases, we cannot take blood pressure measurements in different physical conditions to determine the coefficients of the linear relationship. During a period of time, blood pressure reference can be calculated based on PTT reference at the beginning. Approximate coefficients are considered for linear correlation through age range. Changes in blood pressure are measured continuously by calculating the PTT in other parts of the signal and its difference with PTT reference. This is applicable by adding software to monitoring device in operating rooms. PTT measurement shouldn't disrupt daily activities, therefore we can use ECG chest electrodes and ear pulse sensor\[[@B9], [@B10]\]. Coefficients can be selected after determining the linear correlation coefficients and body position for continuous and cuffless measurement of blood pressure. Therefore we can minimize the error due to unexpected movements\[[@B11]\]. the estimating BP accuracy depends on the initial calibration, so the blood pressure, ECG and pulse measurements should be performed with the standard devices to obtain highly accurate results. So Continuous blood pressure measurement based on present method can be suggested for observing blood pressure changes during surgery and crisis conditions.
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